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Understanding and Minimizing Unmet Load Hours – A User Guide  

Part 4: Identifying problematic HVAC zoning and control issues using manual UMLH tests   

This article describes the use and application of manual unmet load hour (UMLH) checks and related tools 
within VistaPro for tracking down sources of UMLHs, such as spaces with problematic HVAC zoning or 
inappropriate control of  space conditioning. This includes explanation and examples of the following: 

• Manual UMLH testing fundamentals and applications. 

• Identifying problematic HVAC zoning.  

• Short simulations in support of manual UMLH testing for initial performance assessment. 

• Selective focus on problem zones and peak load date ranges.  

• Uncovering and resolving HVAC control issues that result in UMLHs. 

Part 5 will then describe strategies for appropriate HVAC zoning to reduce UMLHs in simulation, thus also 
informing and improving the consistency and controllability of thermal comfort in the HVAC system design 
for the actual building. Parts 6–10 will cover other aspects of the model set up, application, configuration, 
sizing of HVAC systems, and so forth that may also affect UMLHs.  

Look for an update of UMLH Guidance – Part 4 (this article) following the VE2022 Feature Pack 1 release, 
which will include an improved user interface for manual UMLH tests within VistaPro. 
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Manual Unmet Load Hour Checks  

Manual UMLH checks can be performed using the Range Test analysis tool in the VistaPro results view, as 
shown below. Manual testing of UMLHs provides full control over the spaces, dates, and hours included 
in the test, inputs for temperature control tolerances, and separate listing of heating and cooling UMLHs 
for each selected room. This allows users to locate particular spaces within the model for which there are 
excessive UMLHs, and to then evaluate the UMLHs in such spaces with respect to setpoints and in relation 
to other rooms within the same HVAC zone.  

 

The manual UMLH test can be applied to any set of spaces in the building and any range of dates. Within 
the VistaPro browser tree, select the rooms to be tested, select the Air temperature room variable, open 
the Range Test, and set the other parameters in that dialog as shown above. As described below, it will 
sometimes be desirable to use different tolerance values, which define the limits of the controlled band 
(relative to the setpoints) within which the temperatures are intended to be maintained. 

Once all parameters have been set as shown above or as desired otherwise*, click the Apply button to 
update the results in the table. With all conditioned spaces selected, the total shared hours reported as 
outside the heating and cooling control ranges in the bottom row are collectively the Unmet Load Hours.  

A space temperature is considered out of range (under-heated or under-cooled) for any hour when the 
average temperature for that hour is below the heating setpoint minus the control band tolerance or 
above the cooling setpoint plus the control band tolerance. This logic is also used in the automated tests. 

The ‘shared hours’ might be thought of as a logical ‘OR’ test, with each hour counted only once when any 
one or more rooms in the currently selected set of rooms is/are out of range. The term ‘shared hours’ 
refers to the tally of all unique hours for which space temperatures are below, within, or above the 
controlled band for all rooms in the test. Thus, if multiple rooms have a temperature outside the 
controlled band during the same hour of the same day, this is counts as a single ‘shared hour’. 
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To be consistent with automated calculations underlying the UMLH reports generated by the compliance 
and rating system Workflow Navigators, the manual selection of rooms should account for exclusion of 
unconditioned and semi-conditioned spaces, per Thermal Template or Space Data, and  the settings in the 
Range Test dialog should, in most cases, be as highlighted in the Range Test dialog shown above.  

There are, however, exceptions to default UMLH test settings shown here. For example, the automated 
UMLH test for CA Title-24 Energy Code Compliance requires the Control throttling range to be just 2°F, 
and therefore the manually set tolerance values in the Range Test should be +/- 1°F (half the throttling 
range) in order to be equivalent to this particular automated UMLH test. 

*The prototype HVAC systems and System Parameters user interface in ApacheHVAC are set up to use a 
linked trio of compact profiles (either the default set or a user-defined “New profile set” generated from 
within the System Parameters UI) for System Occupancy Schedule, System Operation Schedule, and System 
Availability Schedule, as shown below: 

 

If needed, however, user may assign non-linked standard modulating weekly and annual profiles for these 
purposes. So long as these profiles are properly selected within the System Parameters UI, the “Per system 
occupancy schedule” selection within the Range Test tool will remain valid for the manual UMLH test.   
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Applications for Manual UMLH Testing  

Suitability of HVAC Zoning  

The manual UMLH test can be used to identify rooms within any multi-room HVAC zone that have differing 
load profiles. This is indicated by some rooms within a zone having significantly greater numbers of UMLHs 
as compared to the master room (where the thermostat is located).  

  

The UMLHs in Room 011 Genome Centrifuge, which is just one of the four rooms in the F02 Offices 08-11  
North zone, brings our attention to the first example of inappropriate HVAC zoning in this model.  
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As we can see in the model image above, the other three rooms in the same zone are also on the north 
façade and all four rooms are the same size and have the same amount of north-facing glass. Thus the 
building architecture, orientation, etc. are unlikely to be the source of any difference in UMLHs.  

 

This plot of room temperatures against the zone cooling setpoint shows that one of the four rooms in the 
zone is most definitely and outlier. Although it might not be so obviously named within a large institutional 
building, I’ve taken the liberty of renaming this outlier as Room 011 Genome Centrifuge, as it is the only 
one of the four Genome Research rooms that has the additional internal gains from the centrifuge. And 
most notably, as a result of how the researchers expect to use the centrifuge, the internal gain profile for 
this space differs substantially from the load profiles for the other rooms in the zone.  

Because the other three Genome Research rooms have similar load profiles, the thermostat could be 
located in any one of them, and the outcome would be equally good with respect to those rooms. As the 
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Genome Centrifuge room is overheated by internal gains in the morning and then overcooled by the zone 
VAV box in the afternoon, it would make a very poor master room location for the zone thermostat. So 
long as the use of the centrifuge is going to be concentrated in the early part of the day as represented by 
the internal gain profile, that space is going to need its own thermostat and VAV box in order to maintain 
room temperatures within the control band.   

There are many analogous examples of spaces in healthcare, schools, conference centers, office towers, 
theaters, universities, resorts, penitentiaries, and on wherein one might be tempted to combine rooms 
with disparate operating schedules into an HVAC zone for the sake of saving first cost on VAV boxes and 
thermostats or similar terminal equipment. Inevitably, however, if the schedules of use and substantive 
internal gains cannot be reasonably aligned, there will be issues of over/under heating, over/under 
cooling, or both. And, no amount of oversizing will resolve a significant mismatch of load profiles for rooms 
within a zone. There are myriad real-world examples of  (most commonly) spaces that are chronically 
overcooled for lack of sufficient turndown that is the product of oversizing in an attempt to accommodate 
load diversity.  

 

Looking once again at the results of our manual UMLH test, we see that we also have quite a number of 
UMLHs in both R013 Office SW and R016 Office SE. In this case, the current HVAC zoning includes these 
two rooms within a five-room zone having its thermostat located in a relatively central common space 
situated among them along the south facade.  
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This first plot showing the cooling setpoint and the temperature in the zone master room—the location 
of the thermostat (above)—on one of our illustrative hot summer days tells us that the system is doing a 
great job of cooling the master room under these conditions. The space is actually slightly over-cooled, 
with its temperature hovering near the middle of the deadband at around 73.5°F , rather than nearer the 
cooling setpoint of 75°F.  
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When we add temperatures for all rooms in the zone to our next plot (above), we can see quite clearly 
that there is a significant temporal mismatch of load profiles for non-master rooms relative to the zone 
master room. And, given that the morning overheating is occurring in the room that includes some east-
facing glass, and the late-afternoon overheating occurs in the room that includes some west-facing glass, 
it is undoubtedly solar gain through these east and west windows that is at odds with the current zoning 
and associated thermostat location. It then follows that breaking this HVAC zone into two or more smaller 
zones each having their own thermostat and terminal unit will very likely be necessary if we intend to 
consistently maintain thermal comfort in all of these spaces. Alternatively, we could go back to the 
underlying architecture of the building, the size, shape, and distribution of windows, or the selection of 
glazing units to reduce the solar gain at the east and west facades.   
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After fixing the zoning issues as described, the results of the manual UMLH test for our quick check of ten 
hot days appear as above (no UMLHs for this test period), confirming that the zoning changes addressed 
the issues of mismatched loads or inappropriate thermostat locations (master room designation) for 
rooms within HVAC zones. 
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Temporal distribution of Room Loads within a Zone   

 

Looking for differences in space conditioning requirements over the course of a day, as illustrated in the 
XY plot above, can also be instructive regarding inappropriate zoning. You can see in this example the 
R016 Office load peak notably earlier in the day, and the R013 Office loads peak late in the day. If all four 
of these spaces are within a single HVAC zone and thus sharing a single VAV box or similar terminal unit, 
these differences in load profiles, as well as the location of the thermostat, may or may not be enough to 
cause thermal control issues, comfort issues, or both.  

The manual UMLH test, however, is perhaps the most efficient way to find the spaces for which this may 
be a problem in terms of maintaining thermal comfort. Once the trouble spots have been located, analysis 
of load profiles is one of many tools available to investigate the source of the resulting UMLHs and what 
might best be done to resolve that in terms of design, controls, or modeling.  

Avoiding UMLHs associate with HVAC zoning   

When there are significant UMLHs in non-master rooms within a zone, this suggests inappropriate zoning, 
which is a relatively common a source of thermal comfort issues and excessive energy consumption in 
real buildings. Zoning to minimize UMLHs and maximize the controllability and thermal comfort provided 
by an HVAC system will be covered in UMLH Guidance Part 5.  

Note also that for the automated UMLH tests, as described in Part 2 of this article, an “Exclude non-master 
rooms in HVAC zones from UMLH tests” checkbox is provided within the UMLH settings dialog (at the 
bottom of the dialog shown above) for the compliance or performance-rating Navigator that is generating 
the reports. This allows users to exclude non-master rooms where this is appropriate for a particular code 
compliance or performance-rating requirements. For design purposes, however, it is recommended that 
non-master rooms always be included in both automated and manual UMLH tests, as checking for UMLHs 
in a non-master rooms is an excellent means of checking the suitability of HVAC zoning.   

Finally, as also covered in Part 2 of this article, any particular space intended to be only semi-conditioned 
and yet included within a larger HVAC zone for the purpose of getting some degree of conditioning from 
a common terminal unit can be excluded from automated UMLH testing. For example, a corridor or 
stairwell that has no thermostat and may have a differing load profile might be included within the same 
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HVAC zone as a set of fully conditioned offices, classrooms, etc. In the context of the automated UMLH 
testing, the semi-conditioned space is excluded by unchecking a tickbox at the top of the System tab in 
either the Thermal Template or Space Data. In the context of manual UMLH testing, this is simply a matter 
of the rooms within each zone that are selected for the range test.  

Identifying Issues with Model Setup, HVAC Controls, etc.   

The manual UMLH test can similarly be valuable for spotting rogue zones resulting from other issues with 
model set up or HVAC control settings that compromise the maintenance of space conditioning setpoints.  

In most cases, a manual UMLH test with tolerance values set consistent with the control throttling range 
will be sufficient to highlight the spaces where the temperature setpoints are insufficiently maintained, 
and thus there is likely an issue with zoning (as discussed above), HVAC sizing (as will be covered in Part 6 
of this article), HVAC controls, or other aspects of the model setup. A fully worked example of using the 
manual UMLH test to sort out such problems is provided in the last main section of this article, “Example 
of Manual Testing to Check and Reveal Potential Sources of UMLHs”.   

In other cases it may be valuable to adjust the tolerance values in the manual UMLH test to something 
either greater than or less than half the control throttling range.  

• For diagnosis of excessive UMLHs in particular spaces, it can be useful to see how many UMLHs 
continue to be reported with incrementally greater tolerances.   

• For design and control optimization purposes where tight temperature control is desirable, it can 
be useful to reduce the throttling range to see how well the controls are already working to 
minimize UMLHs within a tighter control range (i.e., before actually reducing the throttling range 
for the controls, which can in some cases lead to increased energy consumption).  

  

Incrementally revising the tolerance values and then clicking Apply will reveal the temperature threshold, 
relative to the heating or cooling setpoint, at which the UMLHs appear for any particular space. This is 
useful for determining frequency with which a space temperature is straying below the heating setpoint 
minus the control band tolerance or above the cooling setpoint plus the control band tolerance.  

For example, if a particular model space has 100 heating UMLHs at an initial heating control tolerance 
value of 2°F, this tells you only that its temperature is straying at least 2°F below the heating setpoint, but 
not how much further below the setpoint it may be dropping. If you then revise the heating control 
tolerance to 2.5°F and the 100 UMLHs for that space are reduced to just 15, it’s clear that most of the 
under-heated hours in that space have an average temperature between 2° and 2.5°F below the heating 
setpoint. This might suggest a minor issue with zoning or system heating capacity. If, on the other hand, 
you were to revise the heating control tolerance value to 4°F and the 100 UMLHs for that space remained 
unchanged, it would be clear that there is a significant issue with adequately conditioning that space.  
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From there you will want to determine the dates and times these UMLHs tend to occurr, the coincident 
outdoor conditions, contributions to the load at those times, and whether or not HVAC equipment such 
as coils serving the space are providing their target supply air or supply water temperature. Is the space a 
non-master room in a zone (thus not having its own thermostat), as discussed above? Are there relevant 
contributions to the load, such as solar gains, gains or losses through envelope and adjacencies, infiltration 
or ventilation, internal gains, etc., that are unusually high at the time of the UMLHs? Is there a supply air 
temperature that is not as cool or hot as would be requested by the zone controller at those times of 
insufficient conditioning? If so, can this be traces back to a HWL or CHWL supply temperature reset that 
is driven by something that is not in sync with the load profile of the zone that has UMLHs (e.g., a HWL 
supply temperature that is reset according to overall HWL loads that are low for most of the building when 
the particular  zone in question still has relatively high heating loads)?  

Exclusions 

In some cases, manual UMLH testing will simply highlight a room, such as a semi-conditioned stairwell, 
restroom, or similar, that really should be excluded from any automated UMLH testing used in generating 
compliance reports.  

The first manual UMLH test presented in this particle, provides an example of this: For a building model 
in Orlando, Florida, the restroom that is semi-conditioned only by an exhaust fan and transfer air from 
adjacent spaces is a bit on the warm side for a very large number of hours. Comparing results for the room 
temperature and cooling setpoint confirmed that the restroom ranged from 0.5 to 3°F outside of the 
cooling control band for the adjacent fully conditioned spaces.  

This is a moderate degree of overheating, and most occupants might not be bothered by it. It may be 
acceptable as a matter of the building owners requirements. Thus when using the UMLH test as a design 
tool, you may want to include spaces such as this to gauge how much of the time they are likely to stray 
outside of the desirable range of thermal comfort. For example, this might provide means of assessing 
whether the  amount of transfer air is sufficient to maintain acceptable thermal comfort, even when the 
intent is not to maintain temperatures in the same range as a fully conditioned space.  

This overheating is, however, enough to make the UMLHs value for the entire building unacceptable in 
the context of code compliance or building performance rating. Thus, it is essential that unconditioned 
and semi-conditioned spaces are appropriately identified and excluded from any automated UMLH tests 
via the checkbox for this purpose on the System tab within the Thermal Template or Space Data. 

If you are expecting to see the manual UMLH range test replicate the results of the automated UMLH test, 
the exclusions must be consistent. That includes all exclusions of unconditioned or semi-conditioned 
spaces, non-master rooms, and spaces using ASHRAE 55 comfort analysis to demonstrate compliance in 
lieu of UMLH testing.  

Short Simulations for Initial Performance Assessment  

One of the best ways to avoid unexpected unmet load hours (UMLHs) is to firstly check that the model 
and associated HVAC system(s) are correctly set up, configured, and controlled prior to running full annual 
simulations. There are a number of ways one might do that. The focus here is on running informative 
simulations for short but meaningful date ranges, and then using the manual UMLH check and other tools 
within VistaPro to locate spaces or conditions for which setpoints are not being sufficiently maintained. 
This supports iterative refinements and can save a lot of time when working with a large building model. 

Approach 

In preparation for manual UMLH testing, and preferably before performing any full 8,760-hour annual 
simulations with either a newly completed building model or a newly added, replaced, or substantially 
revised HVAC system, it is helpful to run abbreviated building and system performance simulations.  
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Following the competition of a building model and both Room/Zone loads analyses and HVAC System 
Loads and Sizing, it’s a good idea to select two or three date ranges that will test the performance of the 
model and systems up to this point. While changes to the model or HVAC systems may at some point 
necessitate revising the range of dates you’re testing, this is not meant to be a precise selection of dates 
and can usually be used to test a wide range of alternatives and modeling or system control refinements. 

Short simulations using these date ranges to test fundamental aspects of performance should be repeated 
after any substantial change to the building, HVAC system, etc. When the results of short simulations look 
good in terms of UMLHs and plotted zone and system parameters reflect the intended building operation 
and system controls, then move on to full annual simulations.  

As additional results require longer simulation times, are often unnecessary at this stage, and can obscure 
the most meaningful data, it is useful to focus on a relatively small number of days for each test case. 
Typically, running 5–10 day simulations for each of the following two test cases will be most instructive: 

• Peak days of cooling season 

• Peak days of heating season  

Depending on the building type and climate, it might make sense to focus first and foremost on just one 
of these. For example, for a core-load-dominated building in a warm climate, you will likely do well to 
focus on running the Peak days of cooling season simulation, revising the model or controls accordingly, 
and repeating until the results are solid for that test period. Once having achieved that, then test the peak 
heating condition. On the other hand, for a skin-load-dominated building in a cold climate, it may be 
helpful to focus firstly on the Peak days of heating season. As these are short runs, there’s not much 
additional time needed to test both whenever you think that might be informative. The key, however, is 
to sufficiently focus your efforts on one set of conditions over a modest number of days so that you can 
really see what’s working and what isn’t, and use those observations to inform appropriate fixes, changes, 
and refinements.  

ASHRAE Loads vs. full Dynamic Simulation in ApacheSim 

Whereas the results from the ASHRAE Loads run for HVAC System Loads and Sizing provides plenty of 
useful information, both in terms of likely date ranges for peak loads and associated performance, the 
HVAC systems waterside loops and mechanical equipment are not yet actually modeled. Furthermore, 
the Heat Balance Method used in the ASHRAE Loads run is a constrained form of simulation with design 
loads, sinusoidal outdoor temperatures for cooling loads, and a fixed outdoor condition for heating loads. 
Thus, while this stage of the processes is ideally suited to defining and simulating the loads that the HVAC 
equipment must address, it is really modeling only the performance of the HVAC airside configuration and 
controls in the context of the building envelope, design internal gains, and design outdoor conditions.  
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For example, the cooling coil loads from the .CLN file for the System Cooling Loads & Sizing run in the plot 
above suggests that August is the peak cooling month. Based on the ASHRAE Design Weather data, it was 
the peak month for cooling loads sizing. As we want to run short simulations that include modeling of all 
HVAC systems, equipment, and controls, however, we really should look for a particular  range of dates 
for high cooling loads in the context of the full 8,760-hour simulation weather file.   

Selecting Simulation Date Ranges to Test 

To select peak heating and cooling date ranges for the brief initial performance assessment simulations 
as suggested above, it is best to view the simulation weather file and related loads within VistaPro. There 
are two general approaches to this, each offering some advantages and potential time savings, particularly 
when working with a large building model: 

1) Ideally, use a simplified model of the building previously created for the purpose of conceptual 
design analysis. If you have not already done so in an earlier design phase, create a simple model 
comprising a minimal number of spaces (e.g., use the Schematic Geometry Wizard in the New 
Project start view to create a simply rectangular model with perimeter zones and add 
appropriately representative glazing percentages to each orientation, then assign constructions 
and internal gains similar to the actual building model).  

Then run an annual simulation for this conceptual or simplified model to provide a quick and 
readily explored means of analyzing weather parameters and building loads for various date 
ranges. For this approach, you will typically use simply bar charts, XY plots, and the peak time 
table in VistaPro to locate the dates of peak cooling and heating loads, which again you would 
ideally have done already during conceptual design as a matter of informing design strategy.  
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A bar chart or histogram of Space conditioning loads with the variables for all rooms combined as 
one (above) provides a quick determination of peak months for room sensible heating and cooling 
loads. In this case, we will look at selecting date ranges within January and July.  
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Combined room-level Space conditioning loads for the building in January suggests using the first 
full week or the last full week of the month for our Peak days of heating season date range. This 
is not meant to be precise, just representative for testing response to peak heating loads.  

 

If you have run an ApacheHVAC system in your conceptual design/simplified model, you could 
similarly use a bar chart of system coil loads for selection of the peak months.  
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This plot of ApacheHVAC cooling coil loads suggests that to test the building and systems response 
to peak cooling loads in the context of the simulation weather file, we ought to be looking at the 
last three days of the first full week in July. For some diversity of conditions to explore, we might 
include a few more days to encompass five or six days of that week or perhaps the middle of that 
week through the middle of the next. A few days won’t excessively lengthen the simulation time 
for each test run, and we might see unexpected outcomes on those days. 

2) Alternatively, make the selection of date ranges based just on the simulation weather file. If you 
don’t already have a simplified model from the Conceptual Design phase of the project, this may 
be a faster route to selecting a suitable set of dates.  

If you have run any simulations for the current project of other projects in the same location (i.e., 
using the same weather file) simply access one of those simulations in VistaPro, select the 
Weather results category, and then Dry-bulb temperature, Wet-bulb temperature, etc.   

If you have yet to run simulations with the weather file for the current project, you can still access 
it from the VistaPro menu: Select Open Weather File, then navigate to and open the simulation 
weather file assigned to the project (for VE2021 and earlier versions running on a stand-alone PC 
this would typically be located in the C:\Program Files (x86)\IES\Shared Content\Weather). Once 
opened in VistaPro, the weather file will be pre-selected on the Files list. Then check the box for 
Weather variables in the Categories tree and select relevant outdoor variables, such as Dry-bulb 
temperature, Wet-bulb temperature, External relative humidity, and Global [solar] radiation.  

Professional judgement will be needed to decide which variables are most relevant for the 
particular building and climate. If you’re uncertain, just start with outdoor Dry-bulb temperature. 
Whereas this may not pinpoint the conditions of the annual simulation with the very highest 
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loads, the intent is to select a set of dates for which you’re likely to see UMLHs if the model set 
up or zoning is jumbled or the HVAC system is either undersized or inappropriately controlled.  

 

This Dry-bulb temperature plot points sufficiently to Jan 5–8 and Jan 26–31 as two possible date 
ranges to test for Peak days of heating season. 

   

Similarly, the Dry-bulb temperature on this plot points to various dates in July that might be worth 
testing. July 6–10 have he highest peak temperatures and July 14–17 have the most consistently 
high temperatures with little overnight cooling. On the other hand, the first of these two has 
higher Wet-bulb temperatures that might be better for testing sufficient heat rejection capacity.  
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Profession judgment will be needed to decide which of these date ranges would be most useful 
to test for Peak days of cooling season, or whether it would be worth it to go ahead and test both 
(e.g., a 10-day period of July 6–16). 

Be Opportunistic 

 

While we’re looking at loads to select dates for our short simulations, if this has not already been done 
otherwise for the project, we might want to un-combine room-level Space conditioning loads to look at 
other aspects of these loads, as in the plot above. This could reveal the following: 

Firstly, it’s clear that the nearly constant cooling loads of the IT Server Room are significant relative to the 
heating loads of most other spaces, particularly during daytime occupied hours. Thus it might be worth 
considering some means of pumping heat out of that space and into other spaces. At very least, it would 
deserve a separate computer room AC system (CRAC unit); however, that might be missing a significant 
opportunity, such as using a VRF system with heat-recovery to move heat from the IT Server Room to 
other spaces in need of heat.   

We might also consider whether the IT Server room could operate as a “semi-conditioned” space at an 
elevated cooling setpoint or with more relaxed control tolerances. If so, we would likely want to exclude 
it from any automated UMLH tests.   

Secondly, as there are significant cooling loads in the Open Plan Office space and the Lobby-Stair space, 
even on very cold January mornings in a northern climate, those spaces might benefit from additional 
thermal mass to soak up excess heat in the day, dissipate that at night, and thus be ‘re-charged’ as a 
source of cooling for the next day. Or, perhaps we should be looking at other ways to reduce the cooling 
loads in those spaces. 

Simultaneous Heating and Cooling Loads 

It is sometimes also worthwhile to test a shoulder season period that could present challenges in terms 
of simultaneous heating & cooling. If there are diverse spaces with differing schedules and functions 
served by a common system, or the model, systems, or controls are intentionally pushing the limits of 
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available heating or cooling sources, you may want to look for date ranges when heating and cooling loads 
overlap most significantly. Examples: 

a) When modeling a system with a heat recovery chiller that will move heat from the chilled water 
loop to the hot water loop, or a system with multiple heat pumps that must provide either heating 
or cooling, but cannot provide both at the same time, it may be useful to test model a seasonal 
date range with overlapping heating and cooling loads. This is an efficient way to check whether 
the system setup and controls are appropriate in terms of meeting the loads without excessive 
oversizing, and doing so in a manner that suitably represents the system design intent.   

b) If the building makes notable use of passive space conditioning such as operable windows, 
controlled venting, specially designed or controlled shading, thermal mass, passive solar heating, 
or similar, the days and times when some spaces will need heat while others need cooling may 
present the greatest challenges to the design and control of such systems. Similarly, a building 
that depends upon a set of heat pumps for all mechanical heating and cooling would also be a 
good candidate for this sort of testing: As each heat pump can operate only in cooling or heating 
mode at any given time, days with significant overlapping loads will provide a good test of how 
well the sizing, allocation, and control of those heat pumps is working. Having a select few days 
that you can test repeatedly can be a valuable tool for efficiently trying out various configurations, 
controls, etc. And, the manual UMLH test is then a very handy way of evaluating the performance 
for these date ranges. 

When selecting date ranges for a shoulder season with likely overlap of heating and cooling loads based 
just on weather file variables, you may want to consider solar altitude to find the mid-morning and mid-
to-late afternoon hours when the sun could penetrate deep into the building as a significant cooling load 
in some zones while at the same time other zones are fully shaded and in a state of net heat loss. 

Example of Manual Testing to Check and Reveal Potential Sources of UMLHs 

The following provides a step-by-step example of using the manual UMLH range test and related tools 
within VistaPro to locate spaces with UMLHs and then uncover the sources of those UMLHs. Because the 
model is a relatively large core-load-dominated building, we will focus firstly on brief simulations to test 
cooling season UMLHs.  
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Having run the simulation for a few hot days in late July, an XY plot can be used to provide a quick visual 
check of space conditioning performance with respect to heating and cooling setpoints (see plot above of 
space temperatures and setpoints). This is very useful for checking the setup, sizing, and control of the 
HVAC system for a selection of spaces, but has limitations. In this example, the building has 164 rooms 
served by two large VAV systems, and the plot above shows results for just 18 of them. Unfortunately it’s 
not practical view independent results for temperatures and setpoints in all 164 rooms or even for the 98 
rooms served by the larger of the two VAV systems all on the same plot, as the legend alone takes up too 
much area on a typical display. So, while this is a truly valuable and instructive means of checking system 
functionality for a selection of spaces, a small building, or one where there are a limited number of zones 
served by each system, it can be awkward for large buildings or systems serving numerous zones. 

A manual UMLH test, however, can readily provide feedback on the ability of the system to maintain 
temperatures within control bands for all 164 rooms (or those intended to be included in UMLH testing).  

Cooling UMLH Test 

As our example 164-room model initially had zero UMLHs within the +/-2°F tolerance to account for the 
full space temperature control band and was exhibiting extremely tight control with near zero hours for 
any room outside of the deadband between heating and cooling setpoints, we will make some changes 
to depart from the typical setup we had and thus to potentially introduce some sources of UMLHs. :-)  

Given that our prototype model is meant to be a hospital, we shall revise it to have constant internal gains, 
air-change and ventilation requirements per ASHRAE 170, and a 24-hour HVAC operating schedule.  
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Having re-run the room-level loads analysis and system loads and sizing to account for the changes noted 
above, and then run our truncated dynamic simulation for 10 notably hot days in July, the manual UMLH 
test reveals that we have a high number of UMLHs in several of the 164 rooms (see results in the range 
test dialog above).  

This is a great example of how one might end up with UMLHs, even after previous model iterations and 
HVAC system settings were performing so well. And, this raises two questions:  

1) Why is the HVAC no longer adequate to maintain the setpoints in these spaces? 
2) Why are these particular spaces affected when the vast majority of other spaces are not? 

We can then look to specific details of the manual UMLH test to begin to answer these questions. 
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Cooling UMLH Investigation 

Using a simple XY plot of room temperatures for three of the spaces that have a large number of UMLHs 
in the range test above, and focusing on just a couple of days so that we can see when this is occurring, 
we see an interesting and very consistent pattern: While the cooling setpoint is a constant 75°F, the space 
temperatures are well above that and, most interestingly, the under-cooling starts in the evening hours, 
gets progressively worse into the early morning hours, and finally subsides a bit in the middle of the day 
when cooling loads are actually intensifying:  
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If we add the outdoor dry-bulb temperature to the same plot, it becomes clear that the cooling of these 
spaces is more nearly adequate when it’s hot outside, and far from adequate when it’s much cooler 
outside (see plot below). We should then consider why the space conditioning might be worse at times 
when the loads ought to be lower and better at times when we would expect the loads to be higher: 

 

This suggests that we have inappropriately left the default supply water temperature (SWT) reset on the 
chilled water loop (CHWL) based on outdoor temperature, when in fact this healthcare building is now 
modelled as having core loads that are relatively consistent 24 hours a day.   
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Another way we might have gotten to this conclusion is to look at the actual leaving air temperatures as 
compared to the target leaving air temperatures for the air handler cooling coils. The target is determined 
by zone demand; and, with an airflow-first control strategy, the zone VAV boxes do not request colder 
supply air until they are fully opened (at maximum airflow). Here we can see that both cooling coils are 
providing the target air temperature only in the hottest hours of the day, but are unable to achieve that 
target value in the nighttime and early morning hours when our UMLHs are occurring: 

 

Sure enough, as we concluded above, the default SWT reset based on Outdoor dry-bulb temperature 
remained selected in the CHWL dialog. While it is perhaps the most common type of SWT reset, this is not 
appropriate to serving cooling loads that are more or less independent of the outdoor temperature and 
that remain roughly constant when the outdoor temperature drops at night. Even before re-running the 
cooling season simulation and UMLH check, we can say with a reasonably high level of confidence that 
this was very likely the source of the cooling UMLHs: 

  

Changing the Chilled water supply temperature reset type to “None” or possibly “Cooling coil max flow” 
would be much more appropriate. The reset based on “CHW loop load” may be appropriate if the variation 
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in the overall loop load is sufficiently aligned with the variation in loads for the core zones that were 
under-cooled, or if there are particular settings for this control that would be compatible with the building 
load diversity. When modeling building systems to inform an actual design, it would be worthwhile to 
experiment with loop load fraction thresholds and supply temperature reset values to determine if the 
CHWL temperature reset based on “CHW loop load” might be an effective means of saving chiller energy 
without introducing UMLHs. For this demonstration, we will set the Chilled water supply temperature 
reset type to “None” as means of testing our hypothesis that this is the source of the cooling UMLHs.  

After revising the SWT reset to “None” (constant 44°F SWT), there are once again zero UMLHs for our test 
run of 10 hot days in July. In fact, as shown via the UMLH Range Test below, for this test period the two 
VAV systems are now once again able to maintain all spaces in the building within less than 1°F of the 
room temperature setpoints.  
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Getting more out of the Manual UMLH Test 

To take advantage of what we observed in the previous UMLH test, we should return to the question of 
why these particular spaces were overheating when others were not. Having revised the basis for SWT 
reset on the CHWL, this may no longer be of concern with respect to eliminating UMLHs; however, it may 
still be informative with respect to optimizing the HVAC system design and controls.  

We will begin by selecting the older results file (with the inappropriate CHWL temperature reset) to 
facilitate our look into potential for better optimizing the HVAC sizing and controls. By leaving the Range 
Test dialog open while selecting rooms on the browser tree (as informed by our observations regarding 
the previous test of all 164 rooms), we can use the manual UMLH test create a confirmed list of just the 
rooms that had significant unmet cooling hours during our illustrative 10-day test period in July: 
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Simply looking at the location of the under-cooled spaces in the model, we can see that all of them are 
within the building core, and only a couple of them (which happen to be the ones with the least UMLHs) 
have any exterior walls, windows, or doors. Therefore, they are not benefitting from the natural nighttime 
cooling associated with heat loss through the building envelope. We also know that these spaces have 
constant internal gains (this may or may not be truly representative of the diurnal load variation for the 
actual building in operation, but let’s stay with those “worst-case” internal gain schedules for now).  

  

The previous plot above on which we included the outdoor temperature also shows us that there are a 
limited number of nighttime hours with temperatures below the 70°F dry-bulb high limit for outside air 
economizer operation during the period when the UMLHs were occurring. And, even when there was OA 
economizer potential, this would supply air in the 65–70°F range, which is considerably warmer than the 
55°F supply air temperature that the overheated spaces would be requesting.  

The observations above suggests that we may want to consider using a cooling design load oversizing 
factor of 10–15% in the cooling airflow sizing just for these particular spaces. As the other spaces in the 
building have few if any UMLHs at all, this will help to re-balance the system with higher maximum airflows 
in these core zones, potentially allowing warmer supply air temperatures and possibly a greater number 
of airside economizer hours. Either one of these would reduce chiller energy, and may reduce overall 
system energy consumption if the additional fan energy used to move more air is less than the chiller 
energy saved. Thus, the UMLHs showing up in these spaces during our brief cooling season test run may 
be a useful and informative part of the HVAC design process.  
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We can test this by selecting all of the previously noted core spaces within the Zones Tabular Edit dialog 
in ApacheHVAC, and then revising the “Cooling load oversizing factor” for any one of them (which will 
then update this value for all of the selected spaces): 
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Within the ApacheHVAC System Parameters dialog below, we see the change we just made in the Zones 
Tabular Edit above, including the revised design cooling airflow. This is simply another way to view the 
same set of parameters that can sometimes draw or attention to things we may not notice in a tabular 
‘spreadsheet’ view. Interestingly, we can see that this particular one of the selected core zones has a 
negative design heating load. Therefore, even on the coldest winter nights we might expect to see cooling 
airflow or minimum airflow for ventilation and/or required air changes, but very likely no reheat (unless 
the ASHRAE-170 required number of air changes per hour would otherwise over-cool the space). 

  

Having revised cooling airflow sizing for the selected core zones, we must now re-run the HVAC System 
Loads and Sizing prior to re-running the brief cooling season test for UMLHs. We do not, however, need 
to re-run the room loads analysis, as the cooling loads oversizing factors were applied as an adjustment 
to the previously established room loads.  

If we compare results for two simulations differing only with respect to the 1.10 vs. 1.00 oversizing factor 
for the core zone cooling airflow calculations, we can see in in the plot below that the 10% oversizing of 
the core zone airflows allowed the cooling coil leaving air temperature (LAT) to reset upwards roughly 1°F 
(green line) relative to the cooling coil LAT with non-oversized airflows (blue line). As this test is during 
the hottest part of the year, this change may afford a greater cooling coil LAT reset with cooler conditions. 
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While a relatively minor fraction of overall HVAC system energy, the 10% core zone load oversizing for 
cooling airflow calculations reduced chiller energy by 300 kWh over the 10-day test period in July. Fan 
energy over same 10-day period increased only 0.01 kWh with the 10% design load oversizing for cooling 
airflow in the selected core zones, indicating that the chiller energy savings would not be significantly 
offset by increased fan energy. As this appears beneficial, it may be worth testing further oversizing of the 
same core zone airflows to see if we can increase the overall system energy savings. And again, this may 
also have greater benefits in terms of coil and system SAT reset, greater numbers of airside economizer 
hours, and reduced chiller load as we move away from the peak of the cooling season. When we do get 
to running full annual simulations, it might therefore be worth revisiting this comparison to see what 
benefits have been achieved.  

Heating UMLH Test 

It would now be a good time—i.e., after completing all of the above and prior to proceeding with full 
annual simulations and/or comparisons with other HVAC system types, configurations, equipment 
options, or control schemes—to complete the same sort of brief test run for 10 very cold days in January 
to establish that we have a solid model in terms of being able to maintain setpoints and thus avoid 
unanticipated UMLHs. 
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In our test of the 10 coldest days in January, we find that we have a considerable number of UMLHs for 
nearly all of the Patient rooms, which are located around the perimeter of the building. As we would 
expect, spaces within the building core do not have any heating UMLHs.   
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Interestingly, as seen within the subset of room UMLH results below, the office spaces also located at the 
building perimeter have no heating UMLHs, suggesting that the load profile for the patient rooms is 
somehow in conflict with the current HVAC system sizing or control. 

 

The room temperatures in these three general categories of spaces are just what we might expect to see, 
given the UMLH test results above:  

• The temperatures of the large core zones dominated by internal gains tend to be relatively flat 
and roughly about 1°F below the cooling setpoint, even in the coldest 10 days of January (see first 
plot below with air temperature and both heating and cooling setpoints for numerous spaces).  

• The office spaces are readily maintained slightly above the heating setpoint and well within the 
deadband between heating and cooling setpoints (plot with green line for a representative office). 

• The patient rooms, which are located at the building perimeter have minimal internal gains and 
relatively higher ventilation requirements, are consistently under-heated, with temperatures 
averaging 1.5–2°F below the heating setpoint on the coldest days and frequently dipping to about 
2.5°F below the heating setpoint (plot with red line for space temperature and the subsequent 
plot showing numerous patient rooms exhibiting the same pattern). While under-heated (below 
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68°F and thus outside of the control band) by only 0.5–1°F on these cold days in early January, 
this is enough to result in a significant number of UMLHs.  
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Based on actual vs. target leaving air temperatures for the zone reheat coils for each of the three main 
categories of spaces, there are some other patterns similar to what we observed in the cooling season:  

• The large core zones dominated by internal gains have zero or near-zero heating loads, and thus 
the VAV reheat coils for these spaces are either completely off or can readily maintain their target 
leaving air temperature (coil LAT for representative space is red line on the first XY plot below).  

• The reheat coils for office spaces have target leaving air temperatures only moderately above the 
design cooling SAT of 55°F and well below the heating design maximum SAT of 90°F (see green 
line on second plot below). With the exception of some very brief transient spikes in the requested 
LAT, the office reheat coils readily maintained the target LAT necessary to satisfy room heating 
loads. The very low heating loads in the office spaces can be attributed to the lack of diversity 
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factors for office equipment and task lighting gains, which really ought to have been included. 
These spaces also do not have the dedicated exhaust airflow that the patient rooms have. After 
adding plug load diversity factors, however, the office heating loads will be a little closer to those 
of the patient rooms.      

• The reheat coils for the patient rooms, on the other hand, are able to achieve the target LAT only 
when that value dips down to around 70°F and below (see third plot below; orange line is target 
LAT and blue is the actual LAT). Once again, this points to a likely issue with unsuitable control of 
the supply water temperature (SWT) for the coils. 
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In this case, we had a SWT reset for the HWL based on loop load. Whereas this might work out well in 
with revised load fraction thresholds, a higher reset SWT, or for buildings wherein all zone loads tend to 
follow amore similar pattern:  

 

To test the hypothesis that revised reset parameters might be suitable, lets re-run the 10 day heating 
season simulation with the following revised settings: 

 

The ability to very quickly test revisions such as this is really among the main benefits of the truncated 
cooling and heating simulation runs. Because we have changed only the SWT reset, we do not need to re-
run any system sizing.  
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As hypothesized, the revisions above to the load-based SWT reset for the HWL were sufficient to address 
all heating UMLHs for the 10 coldest days in January: 

 

In fact, once again as shown in the range test above, we now have consistently very tight control of 
temperatures for all 164 spaces within less than 1°F of the heating and cooling setpoints, while preserving 
some of the energy-saving benefits of the load-based SWT reset for the HWL. The temperatures 
maintained in the patient rooms, which were previously under-heated, are now mostly hovering just 
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above the heating setpoint, and dropping below it only on the two coldest days of the year (the 2nd two 
of four days on the XY plot below, with the gray line showing the corresponding outdoor temperature): 

  

Revisiting the target vs. actual LAT for the same office reheat coil that we previously queried does show 
that there are a couple of times when it appears the load-based HWL temperature reset is still constraining 
the coil LAT (see transient peak LAT target values in the early hours of 7 and 8 January on the plot below); 
however, most of the time the reheat coil LAT target is being sufficiently achieved. Furthermore, even at 
6:30 AM on January 7th when the requested coil LAT peaks well above the delivered LAT, the room 
temperature drops less than 0.5 F below the setpoint (see chart data table below the plot), which is less 
than 1/8th of the overall heating control bandwidth. Thus it is inconsequential.  
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Conclusion 

The manual UMLH tests in this example provided means of uncovering the sources of UMLHs and have 
informed necessary revision and adjustments of water loop reset parameters. The manual UMLH tests 
and associated investigations also shed light on the potential for zone cooling load oversizing applied to 
specific core zones to improve the balance of zone SAT requests. The associated reduction in coil loads on 
the CHWL provided a modest reduction of chiller energy that was not significantly offset by increased fan 
energy and may prove even more advantageous during off-peak days of the cooling season. Finally, this 
very straightforward investigation also uncovered some basic oversights, such as missing diversity factors 
for the plug loads in the office spaces. Taken together, these outcomes show that the manual UMLH test 
offers multiple benefits as a means of checking model and HVAC system setup and performance.    

Forthcoming Update to the Manual UMLH Test  

Look for significant updates to UMLH testing within the Range Test tool in the VE2022 Feature Pack 1 
release, as well as an associated update of this UMLH Guidance Part 4 article following that release. 

 


